Introduction
Most of the members of engineering structures operate under loading conditions, which may cause damages or cracks in overstressed zones. The presence of cracks in a structural member, such as a beam, causes local variations in stiffness, the magnitude of which mainly depends on the location and depth of the cracks. The presence of cracks causes changes in the physical properties of a structure which in turn alter its dynamic response characteristics. The monitoring of the changes in the response parameters of a structure has been widely used for the assessment of structural integrity, performance and safety. Irregular variations in the measured vibration response characteristics have been observed depending upon whether the crack is closed, open or breathing during vibration.
The vibration behavior of cracked structures has been investigated by many researchers. The majority of published studies assume that the crack in a structural member always remains open during vibration. However, this assumption may not be valid when dynamic loadings are dominant. In such case, the crack breathes (opens and closes) regularly during vibration, inducing variations in the structural stiffness. These variations cause the structure to exhibit non-linear dynamic behavior. Christides and Barr [1] developed a onedimensional cracked beam theory at same level of approximation as Bernoulli-Euler beam theory. Liang, Choy and Jialou Hu [3] presented an improved method of utilizing the weightless torsional spring model to determine the crack location and magnitude in a beam structure. Dimaragonas [4] presented a review on the topic of vibration of cracked structures. His review contains vibration of cracked rotors, bars, beams, plates, pipes, blades and shells. Shen and Chu [5] and Chati, Rand and Mukherjee [6] extended the cracked beam theory to account for opening and closing of the crack, the so called "breathing crack" model. Kisa and Brandon [7] used a bilinear stiffness model for taking into account the stiffness changes of a cracked beam in the crack location.
They have introduced a contact stiffness matrix in their finite element model for the simulation of the effect of the crack closure which was added to the initial stiffness matrix at the crack location in a half period of the beam vibration. Saavedra and Cuitino [8] and Chondros, Dimarogonas and Yao [9] evaluated the additional flexibility that the crack generates in its vicinity using fracture mechanics theory. Zheng et al [10] the natural frequencies and mode shapes of a cracked beam are obtained using the finite element method. An overall additional flexibility matrix, instead of the local additional flexibility matrix, is added to the flexibility matrix of the corresponding intact beam element to obtain the total flexibility matrix, and therefore the stiffness matrix. Zsolt huszar [11] presented the quasi periodic opening and closings of cracks were analyzed for vibrating reinforced concrete beams by laboratory experiments and by numeric simulation. The linear analysis supplied lower and upper bounds for the natural frequencies. Owolabi, Swamidas and Seshadri [12] carried out experiments to detect the presence of crack in beams, and determine its location and size. Behzad, Ebrahimi and Meghdari [14] developed a continuous model for flexural vibration of beams with an edge crack perpendicular to the neutral plane. The model assumes that the displacement field is a superposition of the classical EulerBernoulli beam's displacement and of a displacement due to the crack. Shifrin [16] presented a new technique is proposed for calculating natural frequencies of a vibrating beam with an arbitrary finite number of transverse open cracks. Most of the researchers studied the effect of single crack on the dynamics of the structure. A local flexibility will reduce the stiffness of a structural member, thus reducing its natural frequency. Thus most popular parameter applied in identification methods is change in natural frequencies of structure caused by the crack. In this paper, the natural frequencies of cracked and un-cracked beams have been calculated using Finite element software ANSYS and up to fifth mode natural frequency graph is presented.
II.

Theoretical Analysis Of Transverse Vibration Of Fixed Beam
A beam which is fixed at both ends is known as fixed beam. From elementary theory of bending of beams also known as Euler-Bernoulli, the relationship between the bending moment and deflection can be expressed as; M=EI Where, E is Young's Modulus and I is the moment of inertia of the beam c/s. For uniform beam we can obtain equation of motion as;
Where, ρ is the mass density and A is the cross sectional area of the beam.
Where c=√
The solution of equation (2) depends on position and another on time So, the solution is y=w(x)T(t) (3) By substituting Eq. (3) to Eq. (2) and simplifying it we get;
The Eq. (4) can be written as two separate differential equations;
Where, = To find out the solution of (5) Considering the equation; w(x) = C 1 cosh +C 2 sinh +C 3 cos C 4 sin (x) (6) In order to solve Eq.(6) the following boundary conditions for the fixed beam are needed; At x=0 w(x)=0, = 0 At x=L w(x)=0, = 0 Now using the expression for mode shape (Eq.6) and applying the boundary conditions following relations can be obtained: Corresponding giving an infinite number of frequencies,
The first five roots of the Eq. (7) are shown in The numerical results found out by using the ANSYS program as shown in TABLE-3. 
Crack Modeling
Cracks in the beam create changes in geometrical properties so it becomes complex to study the effect of cracks in the beam. The crack modeling has been very important aspect. The analysis has been done using finite element method. FEM software package ANSYS has been used. Cracked beam has been modeled and free vibration analysis has been performed considering geometric and material non linearity. The crack is considered to be an open edge notch. Crack with a 0.5 mm width on the top surface of the beam has been modeled. It is assumed that crack have uniform depth across the width of the beam. 
Parametric Studies Of The Fixed Beam
The effects of the crack on natural frequency of a fixed steel beam were investigated for various crack depths and crack locations Observations Fig. 4, Fig. 5, Fig.6, Fig.7and Fig.8 show the ratio of natural frequencies of the fixed beam with a single edge crack at various crack locations and crack depths for first, second, third, fourth and fifth modes of vibration respectively. Results show that there is an appreciable variation between natural frequency of cracked and un-cracked fixed beam. When the position of the crack is at that point where amplitude of vibration is zero there is no change in natural frequency in spite of change in crack depth. Natural frequency changes drastically when crack is on that point where amplitude of vibration is maximum. It is observed that natural frequency of the cracked beam decreases both with increase in crack distance and crack depth due to reduction in stiffness. It appears therefore that the change in frequencies is not only a function of crack depth and crack location but also of the mode number.
Free Vibration Analysis of an Un-cracked & Cracked Fixed Beam
VI.
Conclusion
• It has been observed that the natural frequency changes substantially due to the presence of cracks depending upon location and size of cracks • When the crack positions are constant i.e. at particular crack location, the natural frequencies of a cracked beam are inversely proportional to the crack depth • It has been observed that the change in frequencies is not only a function of crack depth, and crack location, but also of the mode number • As largest effects are observed at the centre for fixed beam we can say, decrease in frequencies is more for a crack located where the bending moment is higher.
